
 
Using the image of this parable, it would be like the farmer who goes out to 

check on his crop of wheat.  As he does, he sees the weeds intermingled 
with the wheat.  Though he sees both growing together, he is also aware of 

the fact that he cannot eliminate the weeds without pulling up the 
wheat.  So instead of worrying about the growth of weeds, he puts his eyes 

on harvest time when the wheat will be harvested for good and the weeds 
will be gathered and burned. 

 
So it must be with our lives.  We will easily be tempted to despair if we 

become fixated upon the evil within our world.  We shouldn't ignore it, but 
we ought not to become overly concerned about it.  This is only possible if 

we, like the farmer, keep our eyes upon "harvest time."  The great harvest 
we anticipate is the moment of divine justice when God rights every wrong 

and sort out the good from the bad.  Justice will prevail in the end even 
though it may not be readily apparent here and now.  

 

God recognizes that we are all a mixture of wheat and weed, of good and 
evil, of strength and weakness and he is patient with our mixture. We need 

to be patient too, with ourselves and with others. In striving after a perfect 
garden, a gardener risks doing harm as well as good. In striving too hard to 

make ourselves perfect or, more worryingly still, to make others perfect, we 
risk doing as much harm as good. We need to learn to live with the mixture 

we and others are, while celebrating and working to enhance all that is good 
there. 

 
Reflect, today, upon any ways that you find yourself affected by the evils of 

our world.  Perhaps the constant stream of bad news in the media gets you 
down.  Or, perhaps you encounter various evils in your daily life from 

others.  Whatever the case may be, do not be shocked or scandalized by the 
attacks of the evil one.  Keep your eyes fixed on our Lord and have full 

confidence in His divine justice to come. 



 

1) Each one of us is a combination of wheat and weeds because there is a 

lot of good in the worst of us and a lot of evil in the best of us. Hence, it is 
impossible to separate the evil people from the good ones. So, we, too, must 

learn to be kind to the evil people, relying on the power of God to convert 
them.  

 

2) Many evil people are converted at a certain time in their lives because of 
the grace of God. Our God awaits repentant sinners, giving them the 

strength to acknowledge their weakness.  
 

3) Since the good example of practicing Christians can influence and 
occasion the conversion of evil people, it is the duty of all Christians to live 

exemplary lives, treating evil people with love, compassion and the spirit of 
forgiveness. Hence, let us grow up as healthy wheat in God’s field, leaving 

the weeds for Jesus to take care of.  
 

4) There will be a separation of weeds and wheat, good and bad fish (13:47-
50), sheep and goats (Matthew 25:31-46). But this separation will take 

place at the end of the world, on God's timetable, not ours. Hence, let us 
leave the judgment to God. 

 

Let us pray: 

 
Lord, I trust in Your promise of fidelity in all things.  As I see and experience 

various evils in this world, help me to never fall into their trap or lure.  Free 
me from doubt and despair and give me perfect hope in Your promise of 

justice and mercy.   
 

Jesus, I Trust In You. 
 


